1. Transmission Frequency: ISM 2.400MHz - 2.485MHz
2. Modulation Mode: FM
3. Antenna Type: Omni; Receiver: Directional
4. Min. 100m transmission distance without blocks
5. Antenna Port: 50ohm SMA
6. Receiving Sensitivity: V~85dBm
7. Video Output level: 1VP @75ohm
8. Audio Output level: 1VP @600ohm
9. Operating Temperature: -10°C ~+50°C / +14°F ~+122°F
10. Storage Temperature: -20°C ~+60°C / -4°F ~+140°F
11. Operating Humidity: 85%RH
12. Screen Size: 7.0 inch
13. Power Supply: DC12V 1.5A
14. Dimensions (WxDxH): 190X140X20 mm
15. Weight: 428g

Problem: can't output video
SOLUTION:
1. Power on the machine?
2. Power on the camera?
3. The frequency is same?
4. The antenna is place and fix tighten?
5. The distance is ok? It is block?
6. Adjust the monitor brightness.
7. Near any 2.4G devices? It is interfered?

Problem: Can't input A/V.
SOLUTION:
1. The wireless receiving function is turned off?
2. A/V interface broken?

Number | Name             | Quantity | Unit
---     | -----------------|----------|------
1       | 7.0" LCD Monitor | 1        | piece
2       | Adapter          | 1        | Piece
3       | A/V line         | 1        | Piece
4       | Manual           | 1        | piece
5       | Remote           | 1        | piece

Remark: The quantity of other accessories in the packing box is according to the camera’s type and quantity.